
 

VOID label for bottles containing NFC Chip – FINAT award 

winner for the best security label! 

Application 

The label is applied to the top of the cork and additionally 

sealed with a shrink sleeve. The user can verify the product 

by using the camera function of his smartphone to scan the 

unique QR code or by accessing the same information on 

the integrated NFC tag via the NFC function included in 

most new smartphones. 

 

CODIKETT® web service enabled by QR code & NFC tag 

 

The variable QR code contains a unique product 

identification code. The content of the variable QR 

code is also encoded into the integrated NFC tag, 

which provides an additional security feature and 

gives the user the choice between two options of 

verification. Both the QR code and the NFC tag can 

be verified via smartphone. 

By this, the product to which the label is applied can be traced and verified via the 

CODIKETT® cloud-solution for product identification, product tracking and communication. 

The CODIKETT® web service is developed and provided by SECURIKETT®. The modular 

structure allows for the digital product security components to be tailored to each customer’s 

needs. The most important business uses are: 

 Grey market detection and identification of the trader  

 Customer communication 

 E-verification of original products (can be configured flexibly via rules) 

 Track & Trace - from labelling to the end customer - and back 

 Packaging aggregation 

 Data analyses for all product movements (GEO Tracking) 

With the CODIKETT® Cloud, the products turn into intelligent communicators and act as 

carriers and transmitters of information. Thus they participate in the world of IoT and meet 

the demands of modern consumers on Smart Packaging. 

Printing expertise 

This label is designed for the identification and authentication of high-end spirits and 

premium wines. The classic design combined with the matt laminate gives the label a 

luxurious look and feel. The UV luminescent glossy varnish, the only ink not printed from 

reverse, highlights the flower pattern in the label design and creates an eye-catching effect in 

a club atmosphere. The silver cold stamping foil with yellow/gold varnish integrates the QR 

code as a design element instead of just a technical feature. The NFC logo and the 

smartphone icon with the call “Scan here!” are additional incentives for consumers to verify 

the product. 



 

Tamper evidence 

When the label is peeled, the variable QR code, printed 

from reverse, and the NFC tag stay behind on the 

product. The leave behind layer is very thin and cannot 

be peeled without destroying it. This ensures that the 

variable code and the coded NFC tag cannot be reused 

on an illicit product.  

 

 

 

The “best security label” supplies the customer with a holistic concept that integrates both 

tamper evidence and digital security. 

 

 


